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 Purpose of the study: The research aims to analyze the results of the study of 

cognitive student type compliance personality on solving problem mathematics 
in Theory geometry and knowing what difficulty student inner compliance type 

solving problem math. 

Methodology: Method study this is method study qualitative descriptive. Things 

analyzed in a study results from learning cognitive students and difficulties 
students on solving material problem trigonometry subject study student 

compliance personality in class X senior high school PGRI 2, Jambi City. 

Instruments used in studying this test compliance personality, sheet duty solving 

problem math, and transcript interview. 

Main Findings: The result of study is results study cognitive students good 

compliance personality, but still many there are difficulties in do questions given, 

seen from the indicator difficulty learning taken, and indicators results in study 

cognitive students are taken from bloom taxonomy, average yield study 
cognitive possession student good compliance personality, this show student 

compliance personality has aspect good cognitive. 

Novelty/Originality of this study: This use analysis results study cognitive 

students with type compliance personality on solving problem math. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Education is a process to improve the quality of life, as well as acquire and instill skills that are carried 

out by everyone learners [1]. Education that is able to support future development is education that is able to 

develop the potential of its students, so that participants students are able to face and solve the educational problems 

they face [2]. Besides In addition, education must also touch potential conscience nor potency competence 

participant educate [3]. This because participant educate is subject education, so they are the ones who learn, own  

goals and future heirs [4]. Draft education the will be much needed when somebody must enter life in society in 

the world of work, because that is concerned must capable apply what is learned in school for face all problems 

encountered in life everyday, fine moment this as well as the future come . 

Mathematics is one knowledge of its functions and applications needed for many problem life, among 

other things for development knowledge knowledge and technology (IPTEK) [5]. Because that's math made as 

eye must lesson studied students in each level education, start from level school base until level school medium 

even until to college high. This caused mathematics is very necessary and useful in life daily for science, commerce 

and industry [6] . Remember magnitude role mathematics so government Keep going attempted repair components 

support education as teacher quality, facilities and infrastructure as well as environment education. According to 

Heriyanto (2018), purpose from learning mathematics that is for practice method think and reason in interesting 
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conclusion; develop activity creative involvement imagination, intuition, and invention by developing divergent 

thinking, originality, curiosity know, create predictions and conjectures as well as try; develop ability solve 

problem; and develop ability convey information or communicate idea among others through talks verbal, notes, 

graphs, maps, diagrams, in explain idea [7]. 

Process or activity learning is something decisive thing results study student. Study results is something 

results actual achievement by students in effort control prowess physically and mentally at school [8]. Student no 

only demanded for understand aspect affective and psychomotor just but also pay attention aspect cognitive, deep 

solving problem especially in life everyday [9] . Study results cognitive is revealing subtaxonomy about original 

mental activity from knowledge level until the highest level that is evaluation, purpose aspect cognitive ability 

oriented thinking that includes ability more intellectual simple, ie remember, up to ability solve demanding 

problem student for connecting and combining some ideas, ideas, methods or learned procedures in solve problem 

the [10]. 

Observation results to condition student will produce something conclusion that every student always 

have difference. Difference must accepted and utilized in learn. Difference it's the easiest observed in Act in 

demand in a manner real. In Experience Program activities Field Author once look where there is students too 

active however There are also passive students. active students always want to highlight yourself and be seen want 

to always be the number one whereas passive students tend to be silent, and not want to noticed by others [11]. 

Besides it, deep activity study teach The author also saw difference attitude student with method study, there active 

students in discussion, active in convey ideas seen stand out compared student other, however there are also some 

real student more tend active if the teacher uses method invention in guide they learn. This is what causes method 

teach one corresponding for a student but no corresponding for another student. 

Difference Act do every individuals, students, and teachers occur because influence from different 

personalities [12]. Based on reality that personality humans are very diverse, class expert attempted classify man 

into the types particular, because they argue that method that 's the most effective for know fellow man with ok. 

In the world of education, for know thinking a participant educate about workmanship to about certain , of course 

no seen from behavior will but in a manner Specific from results profession student. For could know thinking a 

students, for one with method invite student for discuss with the teacher, so student want to say what 's there in his 

mind at the time do about certain, and teachers too could look method think student the [13] . 

Between necessary knowledge known to the teacher or prospective teacher is knowledge psychological 

closely applied relation with the learning process teach participant educate [14]. In the learning process, that every 

student own characteristics or Act different behavior. Personality is a signifying word characteristic traits and 

patterns behavior someone special for personal that alone [15]. Personality covers Act practice, way thinking, 

feeling, moving heart, effort, action, response to opportunity, pressure, and means daily in interact with others 

[16]. If the elements personality this state self in repeated combinations in a manner distinctive and dynamic so 

Thing thus known with name style personality [17]. Every individual own distinctive characteristics, which are 

not owned individual other. Difference student could in shape level prowess problem, level intelligence or ability 

think, besides that students can too different in method get, save as well as apply knowledge. They could different 

in method approach to situation study, deep method they receiving, organizing and connecting experience [18]. 

At school, differences aspect psychological this no could avoided, because innate environment different 

among one environment with environment other. Difference child educate no could get the place education 

traditional. So in modern education problem difference individual child this get attention priority. With notice 

difference child hopefully the teacher doesn't will repeat same error, and took child the as benchmark size 

understanding. Besides it, with realize difference conditions in each student, and know difference personality 

student, then the teacher can give method good teaching for each person student [19]. Method teach will given 

based on process results learning possessed by students, and one of the results of the process study could 

investigated based on type personality that has grouped by William Moulton Marston. 

With thus know character covering students personality and results study student has an important 

meaning in the learning process teach for a teacher. This intended for the teacher in teach could give optimal 

guidance for each student. Because basically results learning and ability in accept Theory lesson that different for 

each personal student. With difference here, then need for teachers to know type personality student. So the teacher 

can give maximum guidance to students who have type the personality he has this because of the thought process 

student influenced by personality student . 

William Moulton Marstor share type personality in 4 parts namely: Dominance, Influence, Steady and 

Compliance [20]. Fourth type personality this have the advantages and disadvantages of each. In context this, there 

is four type common personality known as DISC or abbreviation from: dominance, influence, steady, and 

compliance. Compliance, insiders category this including emphasized personality accuracy and thoroughness. 

They tend like something planned with mature and mature thorough. They are also inclined like with work that 

refers to procedures and standards standard operation. Insiders category this is critical and passionate thinker do 

analysis for ensure accuracy. On the other hand, because tend focused on order, personal in type this tend skeptical 

to ideas radical new. They are also somewhat reluctant accept sudden changes. When they motivated negatively, 
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they will Becomes cynical or very critical. Optimal treatment for insiders type this is as following: Give Duty 

where there is to chance for they to demonstrate skill them. Give demanding task accuracy and thoroughness. Give 

necessary tasks careful and thoughtful planning comprehensive. when delivering instructions, must accompanied 

with rational and presented data and arguments in a manner systematic. Student with type compliance personality 

is a thinker analytical and very like analyze, think analytical is subdue something situation, problem subject or 

decisions on strict checks and logical step by step. 

In a class, exists three category ability students, that is student capable tall, capable moderate and capable 

low. Process results study cognitive Among one student with other students of course different although they 

You're welcome own ability high. Based on results experience writer taught at senior high school 1 Muaro Jambi 

when take part in the Experience Program Field, deep a class there is student capable the only height capable write 

about mathematics or complete about but not enough capable explained and there is also vice versa. For that's what 

teachers need know the process results study student such, with thus after know the process results study they 

teachers can determine follow carry on in the learning process for students with type DISC personality. 

According to Bloom who stated that ability study emphasizes solving. Theory to in more parts special or 

small and detectable relations and parts it and the parts that organized. Solving problem math basically could made 

student think creative, critical and analytical. Theory trigonometry need step by step in finish it Thing this of course 

could seen from Step results study cognitive student with type inner compliance personality solving given problem. 

Based on description on so Step results study cognitive is needed in solve problem math, and stages results study 

cognitive possession corresponding with personality. One type thinking personality analytical is compliance. So 

that study this aim for need analyze results study cognitive student student with type compliance personality on 

solving problem math. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

Method study this is qualitative descriptive. Study qualitative is one procedure research that produces 

descriptive data form saying or the writing and behavior of the people being observed [21]. As for the stages study 

applied qualitative in study this including stages pre field, stage profession field and stage data analysis [22]. Study 

this held at senior high school PGRI 2 Jambi city. Population in study this is whole student from senior high school 

PGRI 2 Jambi city. Whereas sample in study this is student class X senior high school PGRI 2 Jambi city. 

Deep data collection techniques study this use questionnaire form test compliance personality, duty 

solving problems and guidelines interview aim for reveal results study cognitive and difficulty student inner 

compliance personality solve principal problem discussion Trigonometry. For instrument test compliance 

personality in the form of a search test personality based on DISC codes questionnaire, test this shared Becomes 

three Step sustainable. For look All type personality, include type compliance personality. Instrument sheet task 

used in study this is instrument sheet duty solving problem geometry. Task solving problem this composed from 

two problem mathematics geometry. Instrument sheet duty solving problem shaped about story. Whereas interview 

on research this use semi structured interview. On research this test the credibility of the data or trust on the result 

data study conducted with triangulation time, that is use repetition interview, that is look for suitability of the 

source data from two equivalent problem at different times and triangulation source, that is for test the credibility 

of the data carried out with method check the data obtained through a number of source. 

Deep data analysis study this conducted with through the process of searching and compiling in a manner 

systematic data obtained from results interview, notes field, and other materials with method organize data to in 

category, describe to in units, do synthesis, compile to in patterns, choose which ones are important and which 

will be learn , and create conclusion so that easy self understood alone or someone else. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

First data collection conducted with give sheet test Personality to student class X senior high school PGRI 

2 Jambi City totaling 32 students. Writer share questions test personality to all student after that writer give 

instruction to student in answer questions that have been provided. Test personality this conducted for determine 

students with compliance personality in class X senior high school 2 Jambi City. In study this, author do study 

meeting 3 times. Meeting first conducted to third student personality compliance, meetings second and third is 

triangulation time from study first. Third day researcher observing method study students in class. 

Uunderstanding problem is Step beginning in solving problem form student could mention information 

provided and questions asked. Sixth subject study could convey known information on the problem. However, the 

information he knew the no explained in a manner written. Whereas for the questions asked in the question first , 

subject research 1, subject study 3, subject understand problem on the question about Trigonometry. In general, 

sixth subject study read part important part about form information that can demand in solving problem. 

Monitoring indicators are activity advanced from planning indicator kindly written, sixth subject study 

no decipher with complete and detailed steps solving problem. On solving problem, subject study tend for complete 
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matter according to him easy for understood and worked on. Important thing for understood on solving problem 

especially about standard that is also related with its components. One components refer to steps solving problem 

standard that is process components. 

Kindly general, subject study convinced with steps his solution as do checking repeat to steps the solutions 

presented. Although experience obstacles in understand question. Sixth subject study try for find solution from 

problem the. Term logic, is terms used subject study for convey method he thought. Third subject study with 

method delivery alone could convey description and directions question from the questions presented writer. 

However, by third written language subject study no decipher with clear shape understanding to question and still 

there is understanding direction less questions right. 

Indicator showing difficulty subject study in making sentence Mathematics that is no right and no 

complete in make sentence (model) mathematics on the problem about trigonometry. Preferably on sheets answer 

written, sixth subject study decipher with clear the symbols indicate the answer like give explanation each Step 

from sentence presented mathematics. Indicator showing difficulty subject study in determine the appropriate 

solution strategy that is no could determine the appropriate solution strategy for solve problem. Difficulty in 

determine visible strategy when subject study some are confused convey draft what it will apply to the solution 

problem the. Indicator showing difficulty subject study in do procedure correct math that is no appropriate in do 

procedure calculation math 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on research that has done, results study cognitive in students still have compliance personality not 

yet skilled meaning on the indicator strategizing 100% yet appropriate explain information from the questions 

presented in a manner written, as much as 83% have not appropriate understand the things that are asked in the 

questions, while in the indicators 100% completion is necessary exists enhancement skills on deep process 

components solve problem mathematics, and on indicators evaluate 100% sure with steps a workable solution, 

though there are 66.7% who have not convinced with the answers you get from fractions problem the. 
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